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Studio Jitka Skuhrava was founded by Jitka Kamencova Skuhrava and her
husband Tomas Kamenec. They both have traditional glassmaking background

and follow in the footsteps of their parents and grandparents. Over the last
few years they have been focusing on producing design lights and original light

installations for architecture.

Together they have formed the appearance of dozens of installations all over the world.

We can find e.g. their monumental glass sculptures in Dubai underground
called “Jellyfish” and a light installation “INFINITY” created for the Czech

Olympic House in London. In the Czech Republic we can see e.g. a sculpture
called “Mist” which is placed in Slovansky Dum (the Slavic House) and radiant

“Bamboo” sculptures in the newly opened developer’s project of PENTA group
– Florentinum

Jitka Kamencova Skuhrava says to the foundation of the studio: “Glass is
a fascinating material which has been part of our whole life, and still does not

cease to amaze us with its fragile and unique beauty. We love creating personal
and original designs. We see to each product from the beginning to the end; we
respect the quality of every individual part and often ourselves refine the glass
with our own skills. We try to imprint part of our own soul into each product.

That is why our motto is “Glass with a soul”.

BUBBLES IN SPACE 1000x1000x1000/1700





Sculpture as a natural phenomenon.  
The natural character of glass elements 

and smooth curves of glass plates remind 
layering of misty cloud. Outline of the 

cloud is unfocused, since each segment  
is hanging at different levels and responds 

to air circulation. 

l i g h T S

Mist



Mist dia 1200 mm x h 5500 mm
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Extraordinary solitaires inspired with 
Scandinavian winters and nature, 

when water from the melting snow 
creates icefalls, artistic masterpieces. 
The Icefalls light design particularly 

recalls the majestic formation of icicles 
where frozen water melts, drips, and 
then fuses again together to create 

frozen sculptures – beautiful, natural 
works of art. The melting snow carries 
traces of soil and sand with it, which 
get trapped in the icicles and lend 

them subtle earth tints. When viewed 
from close and afar, the individual 
blown-glass element of the icefalls 

resemble melting ice on a winter day.

l i g h T S

Icefalls



icefalls dia 500, h 1600, Oh 1700 mm
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Colors of emotions flow in harmony 
spreaded across the sky in unity.

New rainbow giving reason to follow 
the joy of light, balance, luxury  

and protection. 
Shaped transparent curtain is made 

from hand blown glass bubbles in four 
basic colour tones.

Rainbow sculpture is revival of a 
renaissance technology of organically 

foamed molten glass.

l i g h T S

Rainbow 
Bubbles



Rainbow bubbles L 6000 x W 3000 x H 2400 mm
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l i g h T S

Light Box



light box 440 x 760 x 380 mm

light box 500 x 400 x 750 mm
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A sculptural form inspired by woody stems 
of natural bamboo. The stems

are made of hand crafted blown glass with 
subtle grooving and organic

cutting at the edges. The detail of cutting 
introduces an element of natural

dynamics into the whole sculpture. Such 
effects are enhanced by light which  
concentrates within the glass mass  
and delicately outlines its organic shapes. 
The bamboo sculpture is a sort of light  

oasis in the space of architecture.

l i g h T S

Bamboo



baMboo 7000 x 1200 x 3500 / 4400
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baMboo 4000 x 700 x 3300 / 4000
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baMboo 4000 x 700 x 3300 / 4000



baMboo 2000 x 800 x 1400 / 1600 baMboo 1700 x 1700 x 1550 / 1700

baMboo 4000 x 700 x 3300 / 4000
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l i g h T S

Net Light



net light 900 x 900 x 600 / 1100
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net light 900 x 900 x 600 / 1100
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net light 600 x 600 x 860 / 1100
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net light 900 x 900 x 400 / 550 net light 900 x 900 x 400 / 550

net light 900 x 900 x 400 / 550
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l i g h T S

Net Lamp



net laMp 500 x 200 x 500
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The fervent molten glass substance flows 
down in similar way and naturally

forms itself into a drop. The sculptures 
were created as a result of watching

the natural movement of molten glass.  
No mould was used to form the glass

only the weigh and motion of the glass 
mass on the blowpipe.

l i g h T S

Drops



dRops 300 x 300 x 1000 / 1300 dRops 3060 x 860 x 790 / 1000

dRops 2600 x 2600 x 5340 / 5600 dRops 600 x 600 x 350 / 500

dRops 2400 x 600 x 1000 / 1200
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hand-blown glass sculpture composed 
from individual handcrafted shapes.
Blue translucent shells swinging all  
to together symbolize the element

of water in motion.

l i g h T S

Shells



shells 2370 x 1250 x 400 / 1700 shells 3000 x 3000 x 770 / 1400

shells 6950 x 3530 x 1100 / 2000
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Birds have wings. We have our  
imagination, use it and allow glass to fly.

l i g h T S

Fly



fly 1200 x 1200 x 1100 / 1700
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lines of precious stones,
which should fall on the floor and break,

swirling like a wave in a sea,
dancing like a light in the gloom of night.

l i g h T S

Tango



tango 650 x 650 x 1350
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light sculpture in the shape  
of three-piece necklace  

with crystal beads.

l i g h T S

Diamond 
Ring



diaMond Ring 2800 x 2400 x 800 / 3800
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This ethereal object is a rendition of  
an explosion of bubbles in space which
transports the viewer to an unreal world 

of pure fascination. It evokes bubbles
in champagne fizzing through the golden 

liquid in the moments of joy. its
atmosphere carries the viewer away,  

it makes one intoxicated with its almost
immaterial existence. The collection  

is a celebration of a renaissance  
technologyof organically foamed  

molten glass.

l i g h T S

Foam and 
Bubbles

foaM 350 x 350 x 1000
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bubbles 1900 x 450 x 600 / 800

bubbles 1600 x 800 x 700 / 850

foaM 350 x 350 x 1000

foaM 350 x 350 x 1000
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bubbles 1000 x 1000 x 1000 / 1700
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